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Welcome to the official website of the 3d International Conference and Exhibition on
Sustainable Energy and Advanced Materials ( ICE-SEAM 2013 ). It is a great pleasure
to inform you that this event will be held on 30 - 31 October 2013 at Melaka International
Trade Center, Malaysia. The theme of the conference is "Energy Efficient and
Advanced Material for Sustainable Development". This conference is hosted by
Universili Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM) and jointly organized by the Malaysian
Technical University Network (MTUN) and Universitas Sebelas Maret (UNS), Indonesia.
MTUN is a consortium comprises of Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM),
Universiti Malaysia Pahang (UMP), Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) and Universili
Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM)
The aims of this joint conference are to.
• increase internationalization activities and enhance collaborative relationships
between universities.
• Disseminate information, technology, engineering, performance and the latest
scientific discoveries in the field of engineering at the international level.
• Provide information and exposure to the industry and other institutions on the
progress and opportunities for collaboration in research and consultancy hence
strengthen networking between academicians, scientists, engineers and
technologists at regional and international levels.
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Abstracts (CSA) www.csa.com, Chemical Abstracts (CA) www. cas.org, Google and
Google Scholar http:llscholar.google.com, ISt (ISTP, CPCI, Web of Science)
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Abstract. Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) is a standalone data acquisition and control unit which
monitoring and control equipment at some remote location from the central station [1] that utilizes
in the Distribution Automation System (DAS). The functions of this RTU are acquisition of
information such as measured values, signal, meter readings and RTU also can transmit command
or instruction, set points, control variables and monitoring as a function time. In the present
Distribution Automation System (DAS), the distribution field of automation allows the utilities to
implement flexible control of distribution system to enhance efficiency, reliability, and quality of
electric service. The implementation of distribution automation system will be highlight based on
two factors which are the benefit of distribution automation system implementation and area of
distribution automation system implementation [2]. The hardware design uses P1C16F877A
microcontroller to control all the function of RTU. The types of fault detected are under voltage
and overcurrent. The design consists of MPLAB software development using C programming and
hardware assembly. RTU also designed to communicate with the SCADA system and the result is
RTU able to detect under voltage and overcurrent fault.
Introduction
In Malaysia, the power industry is mostly monopolized by Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB)
which almost 60% of power generation in Malaysia is generated by TNB while the others have 40%
which supplied by Independent Power Producers (IPP). Meanwhile the transmission and
distribution of power are 100% controlled and maintained by TNB [3]. The need for more effective
and reliable power management increase every year because a lot of energy produced is wasted by
improper planning but essentially, it is caused by the flaws of the power system itself. The
modification can be made at the generation and transmission side which can improve the existing
power supply lies at the distribution side.
To identify a fault or a disruption, the efficiency of the power supply in distribution automation
will be enhanced in the distribution side. In conventional system, when fault occurs, action such as
opening and closing of breakers, reclosers and sectionalizing switches at substations are done
manually by the substation's operator or trained personnel. When the system goes down, firstly the
operator should analyze the system to identify what type of faults occur at the substation before take
any decision to action. Normally, the process will take amount of time depending on the
complexity of the system. However, with the implementation of distribution automation, the role is
taken over by a computer based system. The computerized controller can be monitor the system
and decide on the proper actions instantly and immediately. Therefore the amount of the time
needed to act on the fault significantly reduced. The main advantage of distribution automation is it
can improve reliability of the system and increased customer satisfaction.
The distribution equipment installation has a pole-mounted equipments required to detect all
type faults on each line. Fig. I shows the typical` pole mounting of DAS equipment.
Fig. I Typical Pole Mounting of DAS Equipment [4]
The distribution automation system equipment is composed of the Switch Power Supply (SPS),
Fault Detecting Relat (FDR) and Pole-mounted Vacuum Switch (PVS). The Fault Section Indicator
(FSI) is another equipment which installed in substation. The configuration diagram of distribution
automation illustrated in Fig.2.
Ce PVS Pvs
CB: Circuit Breaker PVS : Pole-mounted Vacuum Switch
FSI: Fault Section Indicator FDR : Fault Detecting Relay
SPS: Switch. Power Supply
Fig.2 System Configuration of Distribution Automation System [3]
Software Design Architecture
The MPLAB software uses C language with Hi-Tech compiler designed based on what
information receive from substation and what information needed to analyzed by supervisory
system. At power facilities, a supervisory system uses the RTU to acquire data to control the
equipment. All SCADA actions are enabled only when the Supervisory/ Remote (SIR) switch for
the device is in the supervisory position and disabled when it is in the remote position. SIR switch
is required for safety purpose which to prevent Control Centre from operating the device when there
is work at side. The supervisory control scheme shall adhere to the interlocking system for safe
operation of the device. The RTU is a part of SCADA system; it essentially allows remote
monitoring and control of plant or substation. The roles of RTU are it allows the operator at the
Network Control Center to manage and operate the power system, provide historical and Sequence-
of-event (SOE) data for fault investigations and monitoring plant parameters that can be used to
trigger maintenance as well as data for predictive maintenance.
The main function of interfaces between the SCADA-RTU firstly uses interposing relay to
control station equipment and secondly uses transducers, meters and other devices to measuring
circuits. There are many advantages using interface and for example it easy to create, simple to
design, high reliability and inexpensive. Physically, this interface may be distributed throughout the
power station or centralized within one or two cabinets. The consideration of an over-reading also
available in panel space and station control layout. The interfaces can be divided into four main
categories, analog input interfaces, digital input interfaces, control output interfaces and local user
interfaces are shown in Table 1 [5].
Table 1 Main Categories Interface
Analog Input • For transmission lines, station buses, system generators,
transformer banks and distribution feeder measure the
performance parameter in unit of watts, amperes, vars and volts
which are represented as sampled continuously variable analog
values.
• Energy output and consumption data (i.e. kilowatt hours and
kilovar hours) are also needed for systems performing economic
dispatch.
• Other quantities such as transformer temperatures, insulating gas
pressures, fuel tank levels for on-site generation or head level for
hydro generation might also be transmitted as analog values.
• Transducers are used to provide a scaled, low-energy signal to
represent power system quantities that the RTU can easily accept.
Transducers also isolate and buffer the RTU from the power
system and station environments. Transducers input circuits often
share instrument transformers with station metering and
protection systems. Transducers output are usually do voltages or
currents that range upwards of 1-IOv or I-1OmA [6].
Digital Input Digital input interfaces are used to monitor that state of power
equipment. Status monitoring is often provided for power circuit
breakers, circuit switchers, reclosers, motor-operated disconnect
switches and a variety of other two-state, on-off function on power
station [7].
Control Output SCADA control is most often provided for circuit breaker. Control
is also applied to reclosers, distribution feeder breakers and
switchers of all descriptions and also include control for motor
operate disconnects, tap-changing transformers, voltage regulators,
valve or even peaking units through a SCADA system. All these
control functions share a commonality which is the station control
functions must be interfaced to the SCADA RTU. The RTU cannot
execute controls directly from its logic levels, but must be interposed
to the station control circuits [8].
Local User It's like a small master station but the slightly different is, the local
user only has one remote at the local substation. It interface function
can be supported by personal computer, workstation or single-board
computer [9].
Software Design Concept
The concept o this design is shown in Fig.3 which consider a simple model of the distribution
side. The load is connected to two sources, one as the main supply and the other as the reserve.
The switch at the main line is normally closed. The RTU here acts as intermediary betwen the
switches and the SCADA. The RTU takes the values of voltage and curent from the line at the
certain set time intervals.
MAIN SWITCH
r ^
O MAIN LINE I
L
0 RESERVE LINE
LOAD
Fig.3 System Under Normal Operating Condition
When fault occurs at the main line, as depicted in Fig.4, the main switch automatically opens
and simultaneously sends a signal to the RTU about its status change. The RTU also records the
voltage and current values during the occurence of the fault. The RTU then sends this information
to the SCADA for record and display. The RTU also sends another signal to the reserve switch to
close, so that power can be supplied to the load by using reserve line.
MAIN
LINE
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Fig.4 System when Fault Occurs at the Main Line
When the fault at the main line is cleared, the same process is repeated. The RTU will read
the voltage and current at the main line and identify type o fault has been cleared. The RTU then
sends the command for the main switch to reclose, reserve switch to eopen and all these actions will
be sent to SCADA for record and analyzed. Fig.5 shows the system when fault cleared.
MAIN
LINE
ISCADA
G RESERVE
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LOAD
Fig.5 System When Fault Cleared
Result and Discussion
Fig.6 shows the components layout and hardware connection for the RTU device. The main
RTU circuit consists of power supply, microcontroller PIC16F877A, analog input output, digital
input output, memory and also acsessory part which is LCD display and LED. The microcontoller
receives inputs of current and voltage fom power supply via two analog inputs on the main circuit
board. It will continuosly read these values according to its set time interval and display it in the
PC. The variable resistors are used to simulate the fluactuations of voltage and current. On the
circuit board, the main line is represented by the red LED1 while th reseve line is represented by the
red LED2.
Fig.6 RTU Main Board
The circuit is designed to detect two type of fault, undervoltage and overcurrent. These two
type of fault are considered because both of them are the most typical type of faults that can occur
at the distribution side which hazardous to the system. The standard voltage regulation tolerance
implemented in Malaysia is +10% -5%. This means for a 240V single phase power supply, the
voltage regulations should not exceed 264V and should not below 228V. Compared to overvoltage,
undervoltage type of faults is more dangerous to the system because it can reduce the frequency and
cause major breakdown in the distribution power system. So the program to detect faults uses
MPLAB software and the program consists of commands regarding the assigned I/O pin, assigned
ports for the timekeeping chip and analog digital converter, cycle of collecting input if actual line,
the location for data writing and memory etc. Fig.7 shows the interface of MPLAB programming.
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Fig.7 MPLAB Program Interface
Conclusions
It can be concluded that the RTU designed using PIC 16F877A microcontroller with MPLAB
software can run its function to detect fault of undervoltage type. From the hardware result, RTU
operates for all undervoltage test conditions. For the future recommendation, the process of
designing this RTU based on microcontroller is still in its initial phase. Therefore, a lot of
improvement and future development can be done to the system to improve the operation
capabilities.
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